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About This Game
Road to Eden is a third-person multiplayer survival coop game, set within the post-apocalyptic ruins of a world destroyed by an
alien invasion. 99% of the human population was wiped out in an instant and now humanity’s last hope is Project Eden, a base
of operation where the remaining survivors are fighting back. You wake up at the side of the road with no memory and must
team up with other survivors to make the long and dangerous journey to Eden.

Road to Eden is currently in early access, some of its features are still work in progress and could behave differently
than expected.

Road to Eden is played on Host/Client basis, when you start a game you essentially start a server where your friends can login
and assist you with your story, so everytime you start a game you will experience a different story!
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The crafting in Road to Eden is based on learning recipes by finding books or broken objects from which you learn new recipes.
All recipes require a number of items to be able to be crafted, once crafted, you can find the item in your inventory as well as
gain experience which is part of the character skill system.

You can build using a wide variety of blocks, from large blocks to thin walls, fortifications, traps, furniture, windows, doors,
fabricators, workstations and a lot more!
Building your base in Road to Eden is one of many ways to survive the weather and the dangers that lurk at night

The world of Road to Eden has a variety of randomly generated dungeons, bunkers, sewers, caves with no loading screen, fight
your way through the dungeons to gain experience, loot, find rare items, and get skill points.
At this stage one dungeon is available, more will be added as development progresses.

The world of Road to Eden is populated with multiple factions, the infected are ordinary people infected with the blue substance
brought by the visitors, they are everywhere and their sole mission is to infect you and other survivors. The rebels are bandits
willing to kill on sight, they create anarchy and chaos in the land.
More factions will be added post-release. (check road map)
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While exploring the world of Road to Eden you will discover a multitude of locations from small villages to deep caves and
crash sites, each location may hide a piece of the story. With each login, all lootable house furniture will randomly generate,
making your scavenging visits different every time!

The world of Road to Eden is littered with secret areas where you can find rare loot, some areas are open, others require special
items or keys, you can find these items by solving puzzles or quests

As you become part of Eden's effort against the visitors, you will receive missions ranging from clearing out infected from an
area to acquiring rare items.

- We are also planning to add special random world events ranging from visitors landings sites to major paramilitary operations,
it's up to you to decide if you engage, and how you engage if you decide to do so!
- The random events system will be implemented after Early Access release
- After release we will be adding The paramilitary, well armed and well trained, they won't hesitate to kill you on sight if you
interfere with their operation. And finally the visitors, we have heard stories about them, no one knows why they came and no
one survived an encounter with them.
- Adding more dungeons to explore
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Title: Road to Eden
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
Zouking
Publisher:
Digitalworks
Release Date: 28 Feb, 2019
a09c17d780
Minimum:
Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system
OS: Windows 7 64-Bit, Windows 8.1 64-Bit
Processor: Intel Core i5
Memory: 8 GB RAM
Graphics: DirectX 11 graphics card with at least 3GB Video RAM,1280x720 minimum resolution.
DirectX: Version 11
Storage: 15 GB available space
Sound Card: DirectX Compatible

English
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Loving this game so far! The Developer is very active on the discord and everyone is very helpful. Remember its Early Access
so it does need optimized and content which they are working on daily. Def watch this one to all the survival lovers.. I really
hate to give this game a negative review because I can tell a lot of effort has been put into making the game. The experience I
had within an hours time of playing was not good. There was hardly any loot and most weapon cases were empty. The only loot I
got was glow sticks. Its just no fun running around looting for glow sticks. Also the graphics and animations are not that great
either. Maybe later on down the line this game may be good but as of right now I would wait on purchasing.. This game's
optimization is joke
It is alot like 7days but worst
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Basic survival video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GL_eJaJz5yM&feature=youtu.be. Road to Eden - Alpha 3.54 is live!:

Alpha 3.54 is live!
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Patch notes. Road to Eden crowdfunding campaign Launched!:
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We have launched our crowdfunding campaign on Indiegogo to support the game development. This step is to raise
funds, get more people involved in the development and take this game to the next level. . Road to Eden closed alpha
Keys Giveaway!:

We are giving away alpha keys on Dec 30th, 2018!
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join our discord for more information on how to participate, https://discord.gg/THWCJnG
Good luck and see you all in game. Alpha 3.499 is live!:

Alpha 3.499 is live!. Road to Eden in Japan!:
We are so proud, Road to Eden got reviewed in Japan. We are looking forward to translating our game into Japanese.

https://youtu.be/QFYCeA_FpTI
. Gameplay live stream now!:
Hello guys, join us as we live stream now on https://www.twitch.tv/prayr_. Alpha 4.2 is out!:
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Hello survivors,
In this update you can craft claim crests to protect your blocks from other players, all blocks within the claims area will
be 50 times stronger against player attacks. Claims continuously decay and need to be repaired using special items
called crest repair kit, crests will be destroyed and disappear if not repaired, any blocks not protected by a claim crest
can be removed and easily destroyed by other players.

You can play the new update by switching to the alpha branch, we will push the new update to the main branch in a couple of
weeks
Join the discord community to check out what is being developed next, and to report any issues https://discord.gg/THWCJnG
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Patch note
- Claim Crests
- 3 signage blocks
- crest repair kit
- Large stick base
- Large vertical stick block
- Large horizontal stick block
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